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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Help us! Help us! Our son is missing, screamed a voice
on the emergency police line. And so begins the amazing search for 13 year old Logan Fletcher. The
evidence indicates that the boy exited his room through his bedroom window. However, what
baffles investigators is that he appears to have left through a window, 19 stories above the ground!
A police report is the basis of the incredible story of Logan Fletcher (whose name has been changed
for privacy reasons.) Logan Fletcher is missing. Popular, talented, bright and athletic, he somehow
has left his apartment through an open window,19 stories above the ground. Has Logan been
kidnapped? Is he a run-away? Are the apparent sightings of the boy genuine? Are witnesses
believable? Has there been a pattern of this behaviour by the missing boy? Join Detective Tony
Wallace as he investigates the twists and turns in the unusual tale of Logan Fletcher, The Boy Who
Jumped.
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook along with the typeface applied was intriguing to read. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of
the publication. You are going to like just how the writer publish this pdf.
-- Adeline O 'K on
This book is really gripping and fascinating. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. Your life span will likely be transform
when you full looking at this ebook.
-- Mr s. Hea ven Schmeler
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